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Welcome to our third issue of PROTECH NEWS.
In response to feedback, this issue spotlights G-FENCE - Fence-Mounted Intrusion
Detection and explains how all fence-mounted intrusion detection systems are NOT the
same. Plus...additional news and upcoming events.
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G-FENC E - Fence-Mounted Intrusion Detection
PROTECH is proud of its patented protected, one-of-a-kind technology in G-FENCE
(wired and solar-powered models) whereby sensing happens in the accelerometer NOT
the cable like our competitors.
Why is this important?
Improperly installed cable (by
competing systems) causes false
alarms since sensing depends on
very precise cable installation (fiber
/ microphonic technologies). With
sensing in the
accelerometer (instead of the cable) this issue goes away.
PROTECH's 'cable' carries simple 4-wire conductors for communications, not
intelligent sensing.
Accelerometer sensing gives a higher probability of detection and lower false
alarm rates because of its robust protection in the housing.
Sensing is based on x-y-z axis (just like your smart phone) so for example, when
the wind is causing high movement on the fence, alarms do not occur because
the sensor knows everything is moving in one direction (x-axis) so it doesn't
alarm.
G-FENCE features:
Zoning
Precise localization of the cut, climb or lift of the
fence
Integrates with major VMS providers
Huge range of sensitivity settings (by individual
accelerometer)
Every sensor is integrated along the cable so intelligence is distributed along the
entire length
Cable resistant to bending
Up to 1000 event log history
Cost effective compared to competition
Solar-powered and wired versions
Read more here
Watch GFENCE in action here.

PROTECH'S SOLARIS Activ e IR Beam Wins Aw ard
Solaris, PROTECH's solar-powered active infrared beam won a Gold
Award in Best Perimeter Protection Technology during the AST
Awards event. Read more here.
G-FENCE is a nominee in the upcoming AST Awards event. With its
patented technology and superior performance along with being the
only fence-mounted security system of its kind in the world, we
hope to be receiving accolades soon! Wish us luck!

PROTECH-VIDEOWAVE (Canadian office) Participates in
O'Cannabiz Exhibition this Month
Protech is working in a new market - in Canada several
projects have
involved
the deployment of
ProtechVideowave technologies at Cannabis Grow Operations and Farms.
The Canadian team will be at Booth 533 at the upcoming exhibition at the Toronto
International Center - June 8-9.
Read more here.

Budgetary Estimates FREE Without
Obligation!
If you would like a member of our team to visit your site for
a no obligation budgetary estimate on a new or
upgrade/enhancement to your site's perimeter security, get in
touch. It costs nothing and may surprise you!
USA
Jeffrey Morris, National Sales Manager - jeffrey@protechusa.com
CANADA
Benoit Gigay, Canadian Sales Manager - bgigay@protechvideowave.com
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